K P

S T A F F I N G

MARKETING
HOW IT ALL BEGAN

The marketing team began in a mop closet with Philip Cron and Christine Doran.
Here’s the thing – most staffing agencies don’t have dedicated marketing departments. The ones that do are huge,
national or global agencies. Marketing can be a big undertaking because, on some level, it has to be intertwined with
every aspect of a business.
But Phil and Christine knew it was worth the time and effort to bring the tools used by national and global staffing
agencies to KP Staffing.
Now, over a year later, our marketing team has tripled, and our marketing strategy has played a key role in pushing us
ahead of our competitors on every level, from training team members at every branch on design and advertising
skills, to starting our social media ambassadorship program to increase involvement in marketing efforts.
What started as a team of two has grown to six dedicated team members working on improving KP Staffing from all
sides of marketing: Content, technology, automation, and increased reach.
And we're just getting started. When you work with KP Staffing, you have our marketing team working tirelessly to get
your jobs filled.

WHAT SETS US APART?

While other agencies may have marketing teams, many of them
outsource their marketing efforts to 3rd parties who aren't familiar
with the staffing industry, or who don't live anywhere near their
clients.
Plus, our national competitors' marketing teams are located at their
corporate headquarters – so how familiar can they be with your
needs here in DFW?

PAID ADVERTISEMENTS ON
Google
Facebook
Instagram
Indeed
LinkedIn

MASS TEXT CAMPAIGNS FOR
Events
Job fairs
Top jobs

OUR SOCIAL MEDIA AMBASSADORS, WHO
Manage Facebook pages for each location
Stay up-to-date on social media trends and changes in order to
broaden applicant reach
Train on KP Staffing's advertising approach for cohesion and
quality

OPTIMIZED WEBSITE, WHICH

Extends our outreach
Contains modern content and design that rivals national brands
Utilizes local SEO to increase visibility
Utilizes Google Analytics to increase leads in target markets
Converts visitors to hires

THE BREAKDOWN

When it comes to the value added by our in-house
marketing department, don't just take our word for it.
Here are just a few of the key results, a year and a
half later.

40,000

CONTACTS REACHED
EACH MONTH VIA TEXT &
EMAIL CAMPAIGNS
Each month we send out mass
communications to lists of our contacts,
organized by location. This enables us to
send out messages for the whole
company or specify by branch.

50%

OF OUR FOOT TRAFFIC IS
BROUGHT IN BY MARKETING
CAMPAIGNS
Each person who comes into any KP
Staffing branch fills out a form about what
brought them in that day. Almost exactly
half of all traffic across all 7 branches
came in because of some form of our
marketing they encountered.

50%

INCREASE IN TRAFFIC AFTER
MASS TEXTS ARE SENT, ON
AVERAGE

After analyzing the number of people who
visit KP Staffing each day, we found that
there was, on average, nearly a 50%
increase in traffic after sending mass text
messages, compared to days when no
mass text was sent.

5x

HIGHER ENGAGEMENT ON
SOCIAL MEDIA PER POST THAN
OUR COMPETITORS, COMBINED

We compared the engagement on our
official KP Staffing Facebook pages to the
official pages of a few of our direct
competitors for the month of December
2021. Our engagement, including
comments, shares, and likes blew them
out of the water. 5 times over. Combined.

"Great execution is the ultimate
differentiator."
— Margaret Molloy, CMO of Siegel+Gale

THE BREAKDOWN,
CONTINUED
24%
OF OUR FOOT TRAFFIC IS FROM
MASS TEXT CAMPAIGNS

Messages about job fairs, grand
openings, events, or special job alerts
for new position openings account for
over 1/4 of our applicants coming
through the door. Definitely not
something to scoff at.

16%
OF OUR FOOT TRAFFIC IS
BROUGHT IN FROM FACEBOOK

Whether from our KP official pages run
by our SMAs or from our recruiters
putting their advertising training to use
on hundreds of job boards, a huge
portion of our foot traffic comes from
our Facebook reach.

10%

COME IN FROM FINDING US ON
GOOGLE
Our SEO and Google Ad strategy brings
us to the top of the search bar. Whether
booking an appointment through our
quick apply or from searching for
staffing agencies more generally, 1/10 of
our candidates comes in from our
Google presence.

281%
INCREASE IN WEBSITE USERS
AFTER CHANGES MADE TO THE
WEBSITE

“Our job is to connect to people, to interact with them in a way

that leaves them better than we found them, more able to get
where they’d like to go.”
— Seth Godin, Author

That number may look fake, but it's the
real number from Google Analytics
comparing our website traffic in 2019
compared to 2021. Much of our foot
traffic can be attributed to people who
booked an appointment through our
website.

